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Your Weekly Horoscope for March 22 - 28 

Thank you for sharing with friends! 

 

Looking for deeper understanding, guidance, and direction?  

Gain more clarity, insight, and strategy with an Astrology or Numerology Reading.  

Had a Reading lately, and want to top it up with some valuable bonuses? Check out 
my popular Package 360. 

 

Learn how an Astrology Reading can help you  

 

 

 

 

Make an Appointment 

 

"Michael is an extremely knowledgeable astrologer. His reading of my birth chart explained so 

clearly the gifts and challenges of my life path. If you want more clarity about your life direction, 

I recommend him.” – Shirley-Ann 
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Tip of the Week:  
 

Eclipse season begins this week on March 25 with a Full Moon Lunar Eclipse at 5 

Libra 07. Determining their larger purpose, effect, and significance in your life 

requires an actual Reading session, which includes a close assessment of your Birth 

Chart.  

 

Generally, an emphasis on Aries and Libra, (or what are regarded as the ‘relationship 

signs’ - Aries with 'self' and Libra with 'others'), is in the spotlight now with this first 

Eclipse in Libra. 

 

As is true of all Full Moons, they are ironically about releasing as opposed to seeding. 

Yet, they are also about harvesting. So, don’t try to plant seeds of intention at this 

time, or of any Full Moon, Lunar Eclipse aside.  

Instead, focus on reaping the harvest and determine what must go or be recycled. 

 

The exact degree and sign of the March 25th Lunar Eclipse and the following New 

Moon on April 8, which in this case is the Solar Eclipse in Aries, and how it is 

configured by hemisphere, quadrant, and house and the aspects it makes to planets 
and angles in your own Birth Chart, are the elaborated details that tell the story.  

Yes, it is very personal and tailored. 

 

This week’s Horoscope will offer a peek into what you are likely to experience. 

 

Have a great week! 

 

Michael 

michael@sunstarastrology.com 

 

 

*** 

Get extended weekly tips, monthly video forecasts, discounts, and more with a 
Membership!  
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Weekly Horoscope: 

 

Aries (Mar 21 – Apr 19) 
This Lunar Eclipse in Libra is bound to have an impact on your relationship life. It 

will signify endings and completions of some kind or another. Positively, these will be 

experienced as graduations which manifest as advancing to the next level. You are 

bound to experience a mix of emotions that could be generally described as 

bittersweet. 
 

Taurus (Apr 20 – May 20) 

Some situations call for more emotional poise and self-control. You may have to earn 

those stripes over the coming weeks, and perhaps even months. With so much shaking 

for you in your public and professional life, it is bound to be part of the process. Grace 

under pressure is the mark of wisdom and maturity, so aim for it. 
 

Gemini (May 21 – Jun 21) 

Waves of creative inspiration are quite possible for you from this Lunar Eclipse. On 

the downside, it could trigger dramatic reactions that seem disproportionate to the 

situation. Either way, circumstances might require you to learn new skills and obtain 

new tools and a good attitude to support the integration of both. 
 

Cancer (Jun 22 – Jul 22) 

This coming Lunar Eclipse is destined to shake things up close to home and with 

family. It is as though you will be introduced to a new culture, or at least new themes 

and rhythms. A learning curve will likely be required, yet you may discover you are 

quite up to the task, despite the efforts required. In some respects, the process may be 

one of unlearning and adapting. 
 

Leo (Jul 23 – Aug 23) 

This Lunar Eclipse will and perhaps is already activating new perspectives and 

interpretations. It could include or require giving more, especially regarding family. 

Circumstances may also require that you take a philosophical approach and avoid 

reaction. At worst, especially with Mercury turning retrograde on April 1, you could 

feel a little lost or unsure of your place. 
 

Virgo (Aug 24 – Sep 22) 

Questions of value and priority are some of the themes indicated by this Libra Lunar 

Eclipse. It could also include financial considerations. These will invariably have 



repercussions in your relationship life. The good news there is that, despite some 

restrictions, it looks like you could experience feelings of unconditional love and/or a 

deepening of commitments. 
 

Libra (Sep 23 – Oct 22) 

The Lunar Eclipse in your sign followed by the Solar Eclipse in Aries two weeks 

hence points to the quality of your self-expression and engagement in relationships. A 

jumpy and reactive tendency will be present but might be held in check due to Venus 

conjunct Saturn. Managing you (yourself) will prove more necessary than outer 

interactions even though much is afoot. 
 

Scorpio (Oct 23 – Nov 21) 

This Lunar Eclipse is destined to activate reflection on your priorities, your wants 

versus needs, and so on. Discerning between what is real and imagination, fact, and 

fantasy is part of the process. What makes sense might not align with your destiny, 

but what you desire might not make practical sense. Take the time to sort it out. 
 

Sagittarius (Nov 22 – Dec 21) 

The Libra Eclipse of the Moon occurs in your solar house of friendships and group 

affiliations. Since it is about releasing and endings on relationship fronts, that is the 

focus in question. At the deeper levels, it has to do with honoring your own feelings, 

self-worth, and beliefs. So, it might be time to move on or to take a break from certain 

associations. 
 

Capricorn (Dec 22 – Jan 19) 

The pulse of change for you is pointing at your public and professional life. Are you 

feeling it is time to pursue new opportunities? Re-imagining what is important and 

necessary is featured. Family-oriented considerations are also part of the plot. 

Gathering new knowledge, information, and facts will become increasingly important. 
 

Aquarius (Jan 20 – Feb 19) 

Libra is your elemental sibling, so the influences of the March 25th Lunar Eclipse 

stand to be harmonious and even inspiring somehow. It does remain that change is 

implied, so it could be associated with your assessments of situations and perhaps 

your philosophy on life in general. Weighing priorities between practical and spiritual 

considerations is emphasized. 
 

 



Pisces (Feb 20 – Mar 20) 

Libra lands in your solar 8th house, the house of inheritances and financial power. It is 

therefore associated with employment income and handling finances. So, you will 

likely do some house cleaning in this regard, due to the Full Moon Lunar Eclipse in 

Libra. This can include taxes, paying and collecting debts, and eliminating 

unnecessary expenses. Alternately, also likely are careful considerations regarding 

investments. 
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